EPS Young Minds
3rd Leadership Meeting Day
6th – 7th June 2014
in Paris

Paul Birk
Heidelberg University
The University Heidelberg

Oldest University in Germany, Founded in 1386
today about 31,000 Students
Section Heidelberg

Members in front of the Kirchhoff Institute for Physics

about 13 active members
Section Heidelberg Events

Meet Your Prof

Bachelor Presentation Session

Baden Württemberg meeting
Section Heidelberg Events

Excursions

Events for new members

Abitur prize laureates meeting
Bring your passion for physics to Heidelberg

10th - 17th August

The International Conference of Physics Students

at Germany's oldest university
Ruprecht-Karls Universität Heidelberg

- 400 participants from all over the world
- up to 100 student lectures, 7 guest lectures and a physics show
- excursions to research centers and world leading companies
- a one-day excursion to the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

icps2014.com
Future Plans

Student exchange

Heidelberg

Your city
Student Exchange

Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics

Max Planck Institute for Astronomy
Student Exchange

The Kirchhoff Institute for Physics
The Physikalische Insitut
Student Exchange

Medical physics at university hospital
Thank you for your attention